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Abstract. Petroleum resource management and addressing the 

environmental concerns of petroleum activities have always been 

challenging. The purpose of this article is to analyze the policy strategies of 

Norway - as a successful model of petroleum resource management - and to 

find how relevant environmental concerns are reduced or prevented 

effectively in this country. 
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Xülasə. Neft ehtiyatlarının idarə edilməsi və neft 

fəaliyyətinin ekoloji problemlərinin həlli həmişə 

mürəkkəb məsələ olmuşdur. Məqalədə məqsədi 

neft ehtiyatlarının idarə edilməsinin uğurlu modeli 

kimi Norveç strategiyalarını təhlil etmək və bu 

ölkədə müvafiq ekoloji problemlərin necə azal-

dılması və ya qarşısının effektiv şəkildə alınması 

araşdırılmışdır. 

Açar sözlər: resursların idarə edilməsi, neft 

fəaliyyətli, ekoloji problemlər, nəzarət sistemi. 

АНАЛИЗ СТРАТЕГИЙ ПОЛИТИКИ 

НОРВЕГИИ В ОБЛАСТИ УПРАВЛЕНИЯ 

НЕФТЯНЫМИ РЕСУРСАМИ И 

УРЕГУЛИРОВАНИЯ ЭКОЛОГИЧЕСКИХ 

ПРОБЛЕМ НЕФТЯНОЙ ДЕЯТЕЛЬНОСТИ  
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Резюме. Управление нефтяными ресурсами и 

решение экологических проблем нефтяной 

деятельности всегда было сложной задачей. 

Цель этой статьи - проанализировать полити-

ческие стратегии Норвегии - как успешную 

модель управления нефтяными ресурсами - и 

выяснить, как можно эффективно уменьшить 

или предотвратить соответствующие эколо-

гические проблемы в этой стране. 

Ключевые слова: управление ресурсами, 

нефтяная деятельность, экологические пробле-

мы, система надзора. 

 

1. Introduction 

Petroleum resources give the most profitable income to States and determine the 

important part of the States’ revenue in the world [1]. One of the challenges in this area is to 

maximize and manage the petroleum income in a proper manner that the whole society 

benefited from it. This concept is recognized as “resource management” [2]. Therefore, if the 

petroleum resources are managed properly, the production of oil and gas is in the most 

profitable way, and the whole society can benefit from its revenue. On the other hand, we 
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need to keep this in mind that, all stages of petroleum activities have environmental 

consequences. For example, the petroleum industry is one of the largest sources of Green 

House Gases (GHG), which their harmful effects such as the climate change consequences are 

considerable. Thus, for a long-term benefit, the environmental consequences of petroleum 

activities should be considered too. In this way, the governmental controlling system has a 

crucial role and the State controls should warrant that the petroleum activities are done in a 

safe manner without harmful effects for the environment [3]. 

Among different countries, Norway has a strong policy strategy to find solutions for 

the resource management problems and the environmental concerns of petroleum activities. 

[4]
 
Considering that Norway is one of the largest petroleum exporters in the world, and has 

the most profitable investment plans resulting from petroleum revenue, [5] the specific policy 

features of Norwegian controlling system made this country a successful example of 

petroleum resource management. Addition to that, the State prevents or reduces the negative 

impacts of various stages of petroleum activities on the environment via controlling all 

offshore activities on the Norwegian Continental Shelf. Therefore, the analysis of the 

governmental supervision system and policy strategies in this country can be inspiring for 

other policy-managing systems in the world.  

The main research questions in this study are (a) which policy instruments have been 

put in place to implement the resource management in the Norwegian petroleum regime and 

(b) how the environmental concerns regarding the petroleum activities are addressed by 

Norwegian policy strategies. To answer these questions, I clustered the state supervision of 

petroleum activities, reflected in legislations, into three main categories:   

Category 1 includes the main features of the controlling system for management of 

petroleum resources. In Category 2 the supervision system to manage the petroleum revenue 

in order to benefit the whole society are discussed, and finally Category 3 comprises the 

controlling system for environmental concerns of petroleum activities. 

Given that the research only has focused on the petroleum activities in Norway, the 

fundamental methodological approach used in this research is to analyze the Norwegian 

policy and legal sources. In this way, both primary legislations (mainly Petroleum Act 1996) 

as well as more detailed regulations (e.g. Petroleum Regulation 1997) and sector specification 

rules in the field of petroleum (oil and gas) are analyzed. Moreover, to support the mentioned 

materials, a number of regulations concerning the licensing regime and environmental 

protection policies have been considered too. It is important to note that licensing regime in 

Norway is also subject to the European Economic Area (EEA) agreement and its relevant 

licensing directive.  

As petroleum resources in Norway are entirely offshore-based, some issues are also 

subject to international conventions. These international obligations are also analyzed 

wherever they are found relevant. 
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2. Category 1: the controlling system for management of petroleum resources  

In 1971, a White Paper called "The Ten Oil Commandments for declaration of the 

principles of Norwegian oil policy" was approved by the Norwegian Parliament to clarify 

how the Norwegian society as a whole can benefit from the petroleum resources. In this way, 

the aim of the petroleum policies in Norway is to ensure that the production of oil and gas has 

a long-term prospective and is conducted in the most profitable way, as well as benefiting the 

society as a whole. This aspiration is called “resource management” [6]. The legislative 

framework of petroleum activities in Norway has been developed during the past 50 years and 

the most important feature of it is the existence of a concessionary system in which the 

government has the exclusive power to award the right in each stage of petroleum activities 

[7]. The governmental supervision and the concessionary approval mechanism cover all three 

stages of petroleum activities includes the exploration stage, the field development and 

production stage, and the closing a deposit field:  

For the exploration stage, the licensing system awards the exploration license and/or the 

production license. The production license is the key license in the Norwegian petroleum 

system, and it gives the exclusive right for exploring and producing of petroleum for a 

designated area. The exploration license is similar to the production license, however it does 

not have the exclusive right for the licensee [8]. Considering that the petroleum activities are 

risky and highly capital intensive, the applicants must prove their technical expertise and the 

financial strength. The detailed plan for exploration and production in the suggested area 

should be presented before starting the operations [9].  

According to the Hydrocarbon Licensing Directive -as a part of EEA agreement- the 

license should be awarded on a non-discriminatory basis for applicants [10]. 

For the field development and production stage, if the licensee decides to expand the 

activities, a Plan for Development and Operation (PDO) must be submitted to the Ministry of 

Petroleum and Energy. The PDO must contain a description of various economic, 

environmental, technical and safety aspects with an in-depth impact assessment of these 

relevant aspects. Similarly, if the project includes building pipelines or onshore terminals, a 

separate Plan for Installation and Operation (PIO) must be submitted. Considering both PDO 

and PIO should contain the State approval the governmental supervision covers all aspects of 

this stage in a proper manner. 

Finally, when the life span of a petroleum field is almost finished, there is a general 

duty for the licensee to present the decommissioning plan for government approval.  Due to 

its environmental impacts, this stage of petroleum activities has been considered as an 

important stage [11]. In order to control the effects of the decommissioning stage, several 

liability regimes for licensees are determined in the Norwegian policies, which are discussed 

in the Category 3.  
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In addition to the liability regimes for the licensee regarding the decommissioning, 

some international obligations emphasizes on the responsibility of the licensees for removal 

and leaving-in-place installations. It is because Norway has ratified a number of conventions 

addressing the decommissioning of offshore installations (e.g., the fourth Geneva Convention 

of 1958 on the Continental Shelf, the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea 1982, and etc.). 

It can be concluded that, the governmental supervision system and its step-by-step approval, 

are the key tools in the State hands to achieve an appropriate resource management for each 

step of petroleum activities in Norway.  

 

3. Category 2: the controlling system for management of petroleum revenue 

In Norway all petroleum revenue are exclusively managed by the State. In order to 

maximize the supervision system of the petroleum income, the State participates in all 

petroleum activities. That is, a State-owned company, called Petoro, is a partner in all issued 

licenses. However, it is important to note that the concession does not contain any contractual 

obligations for Petoro. The licensee groups need to enter a Joint Operating Agreement (JOP) 

based on the governments` terms and conditions to perform their operations; however, Petoro 

does not take part in any operation. 

The State participation in petroleum income could be direct and indirect; the direct 

participation takes place through State Direct Financial Interest (FDI), which entitles the State 

for a certain share in all petroleum licenses. A company called Equinor – which is partially 

owned by the State- has the responsibility to sale and to distribute of the State’s direct share 

of petroleum. All the earned interests of the States from the sold petroleum are managed by 

Petoro. The direct participation of the State results in a significant income form the petroleum 

resources. This income is increased by the government`s revenue from the production fee, the 

area fee and the petroleum tax system (also known as resource rent) [12]. 

The State’s total revenue from all petroleum activities is transferred to the Government 

Pension Fund Global (the Fund). The management of the Fund provides the indirect state 

participation in petroleum activities. This Fund is stablished by "Pension Fund Act" in 1990 

and it is also known as the Norwegian Sovereign Wealth Fund. The formal name of the Fund 

was ‘Government Pension Fund Global’ to emphasize on its long-term objective as the 

national saving institution and to reduce the harsh effective of petroleum cash flows on the 

Norwegian economy.
 
 

The value of the Fund is increased by the investing in equities, fixed income and real 

estates.
 
The main purpose of the Fund is to support the State`s savings to finance the National 

Insurance Scheme’s expenditure on pensions and help the long-term considerations (e.g. to 

develop the welfare, employment and the environment improvements). Similarly, the use of 

the Fund is to protect the human rights through different policy strategies; such as 

administrative rules and constitutional policies and the European Convention on Human 
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Rights (ECHR), which prevent the companies by their conducts or products from allocation of 

the Fund for any activities against the Human Rights [13]. 

During the past decades, Norway was successful in developing the petroleum 

competence and capabilities, which has provided the value added for the Norwegian society.
 

It provides economic growth in Norway particularly to lower unemployment through the 

direct demand for labor in supplying goods and services in petroleum activities and through 

the indirect financial policies.  

 

4. Category 3: the controlling system for environmental concerns of petroleum 

activities 

The environmental concerns of petroleum activities in Norway are mainly due to 

emissions and its subsequent climate change impacts. Another environmental concern is 

connected to the petroleum activities for onshore power generation [14].  

The central requirement for petroleum activities in Norway is reflected in the 

Petroleum Act which has emphasized that all the activities should be done in a safe manner 

without any harmful impacts on the environment. To fulfill this goal, all petroleum activities 

should be done according to the sector-specific regulations. Alongside with these policies, the 

Pollution Control Act (1981), as a general rule, applies to all petroleum activities. The 

objective of this Act is to protect the environment from any kind of pollution. In this way, the 

Pollution Act makes it obligatory for all offshore activities to receive a legal permission 

before any discharging to the environment. This legal permission guaranties harmful 

discharges from petroleum activities, and it is applicable to all offshore operations including 

drilling, well operations, production and pipeline transportation [15].
 
 

It is important to note that the policy strategies for the environmental concerns are 

compatible with the international and EEA policies [16]. At the international level, other than 

the obligations for the decommissioning stage, which has been discussed before, Norway has 

ratified many instruments such as the UN Convention on Law of the Sea, the Convention on 

Biological Diversity, the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 

(UNFCCC), the  Convention for the Protection of the Marine Environment of the North-East 

Atlantic (OSPAR) 1992 and the Geneva Convention on Long-range Transboundary Air 

Pollution 1979, with its Protocol. In addition, a significant part of the EU legislation for the 

environmental issues are incorporated into the EEA agreement and is implemented through 

the internal legislations effectively. 

To secure the proper enforcement of policies and cover the probable damages resulting 

from oil and gas activities, the regulations impose various liability regimes such as strict 

liability for oil pollution and strict liability for the financial loss incurred by petroleum 

activities to Norwegian fishermen. These strict liabilities are the most severe forms of 

liability, which are implemented alongside common fault-based liabilities (for example, 
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liability for decommissioning). The enforceable tools such as sanctions, fines, implementation 

at the cost of licensee and suspicion enable the State to prevent companies from 

environmental harmful activities. 

These policy strategies provide a strong controlling position for the Norwegian State 

to cover all probable damages occurred by petroleum activities and reduce the harmful 

environmental consequences effectively. 

Conclusion. The focus of this research was to analyze the controlling system and 

policy strategies of Norway as a successful example of petroleum resource management. I 

also discussed how this country controls the environmental concerns of the petroleum 

activities. 

The analysis showed that the main feature of the Norwegian successful petroleum 

resource management are due to two specific characteristics of the concession regime in this 

country:  

(1) A step by step approval system and (2) various impact assessment before awarding 

a license. In this way, petroleum activities are divided into three main stages and the 

companies should prove their capabilities to receive permission for starting or/and continuing 

their activities in a target stage. This supervision system provides a strong tool for the State to 

ensure that a company has the adequate technical and financial capabilities to operate in the 

next stage or not. This means that a company which explored a reservoir does not necessarily 

receive a permission to produce it. This controlling feature runs a competition on the market 

and encourage the companies to retain their facilities and improve their technologies.  

On the other hand, the impact assessment implemented in all stages provides an 

opportunity for the State to examine whether the petroleum activities are incompatible to the 

target strategies. This feature is also important for the environmental impact assessment.  

The second feature of Norwegian controlling system is the management of the 

petroleum revenue. Norway has conducted the most profitable investment plan for the 

petroleum income in the form of an international Fund. The State, via direct participation in 

the licenses, play a significant role to ensure that the objectives of the petroleum policy 

strategies are met. It means, the State is present in all sections of the petroleum activities and 

the related regulations are applied directly by the State. It provides the efficient tool for the 

Norwegian State to follow the objectives of policies. 

Another characteristics of the Norwegian controlling system regarding the petroleum 

activities is that it provides the circumstances in which the harmful effects on the environment 

are found quickly and the further activities are prevented as soon as possible. To address the 

environmental concerns, the policies and governmental supervision system provide a three-

step strategy. Based on these legislations (1) the environmental impact assessment should be 

conducted before each step of petroleum activities (2) various liability regimes cover all 

probable damages resulting from petroleum activities (3) the enforcement tools support the 
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application of the mentioned policies and liability regimes. Therefore, the supervision system 

has the preventive and punitive role to protect the environment.  

As a conclusion, a comprehensive supervision system in Norway, which covers the 

whole parts of the petroleum activities from all aspects is the crucial factor to make this 

country a successful model of petroleum resource management and addressing the 

environmental concerns of petroleum activities.   
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